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challenge for the industry: that the financial 

planning profession might not reflect the 

diversity of the people it aims to serve in the 

future.   

  If  the profession continues to maintain 

its current ethnic make-up, it risks being 

unable to cater to a rapidly shifting population 

make-up and increasing wealth among 

minorities. Because of this, Brackens Financial 

Solutions Network enacted a survey-based 

research to determine what might be the root 

causes for the lack of  racial and ethnic 

diversity in the financial planning industry.  

          The CFP Board Center for Financial 

Planning determined that there will be a 

significant increase in the demand for financial 

advising in the future, especially from African 

American and Latinx communities. A census 

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics projected 

that as soon as 2045, almost 50 percent of 

the population will be composed of people of 

color, as opposed to the current makeup 

where the majority (75%) are white. We can 

expect that there will be an increased demand 

of financial planning from minority groups. 

With this in mind, there is an impending 

All financial planning firms must act now on executing 

programs that focus on diversifying their current set of 

advisors in order to meet the growing demand for financial 

counseling from communities of color.  

Executive Summary 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Today, financial planners from 

communities of color only make up only 4% 

of the country’s financial professionals, even 

though minorities account for nearly 30% of 

the U.S. Population (CFP Board Center for 

Financial Planning). Hear what current 

financial advisors have to say about the level 

of diversity today: 

Source: Does Diversity Pay? Race, Gender, and the Business Case for Diversity 

 

66% 

of job seekers indicated that 

workplace diversity was a 

key factor when choosing 

among job offers 

Source: Decoding Diversity: The Financial and Economic Returns to Diversity in Tech 

“ “ 
Not only does a diverse industry 

workforce better serve a diverse 

client base, it also helps firms re-

tain diverse employee pools and 

gives them access to a richer pipe-

line when recruiting new talent.  

- Meghaan Lurtz, Ph.D. Increasing Finan-
cial Planner Diversity Through Inclusion 

(kitces.com)  

Diversity in Financial Services Industry 

Why is Diversity 
Important? 

 Improving diversity and inclusion in the 

workplace does not only benefit the minority 

group, but also the majority. From organization 

revenue to customer satisfaction to company 

innovation, the benefits of racial diversity in 

any workplace are highly evident.  
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https://www.kitces.com/blog/diversity-inclusion-women-minorities-lgbtq-financal-planning-industry/#:~:text=Ultimately%2C%20diversity%20and%20inclusion%20are%20important%20aspects%20of,to%20a%20richer%20pipeline%20when%20recruiting%20new%20talent.
https://www.kitces.com/blog/diversity-inclusion-women-minorities-lgbtq-financal-planning-industry/#:~:text=Ultimately%2C%20diversity%20and%20inclusion%20are%20important%20aspects%20of,to%20a%20richer%20pipeline%20when%20recruiting%20new%20talent.
https://www.kitces.com/blog/diversity-inclusion-women-minorities-lgbtq-financal-planning-industry/#:~:text=Ultimately%2C%20diversity%20and%20inclusion%20are%20important%20aspects%20of,to%20a%20richer%20pipeline%20when%20recruiting%20new%20talent.
https://youtu.be/qqQcpBB4RYw
https://youtu.be/qqQcpBB4RYw
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A two-fold investigation 
 In order to identify the reasons for lack of diverse financial planners in this profession, 

there is a need for a comprehensive investigation regarding racial diversity in the financial 

planning industry. This research project sought to determine the thoughts and opinions about 

diversity from two perspectives: the industry’s perspective (people who are already in the field) 

and the prospect’s perspective (incoming members of the labor force).  

 
 

 
 

 
 

What are the existing barriers 

that are hindering the devel-

opment of diversity in the fi-

nancial planning industry? 
 

 

What are the root causes of 

these barriers? Where are 

they stemming from? 

 
What possible solutions do 

people believe can help im-

prove the development of di-

versity in the financial plan-

ning industry? 

MAIN QUESTIONS 
ADDRESSED 

 

 

Part 1: Industry’s 
Perspective 

Part 2: Prospect’s 
Perspective 

Survey employee’s opinions and 

thoughts on the current diversity in 

the Financial Planning Industry 
 

•How they experienced diversity  
•What they believe to be the existing 

barriers, and;  

•What might they see as solutions to 
increasing diversity 

 

Survey incoming members of the 

labor force on their perspective 

towards the Financial Planning 

Industry: 
 

•how they perceive the industry 
•how likely they are to pursue a 

financial planning career, and;  
•what might they see as barriers to 

entry in the financial services industry 
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METHODOLOGY: 
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Part 1: Industry’s Perspective 

Barriers to Diversity 
 After interviewing financial professionals 

in the industry, it is determined that the three 

main barriers to diversity are: (1) the lack of 

financial awareness among people of color, (2) 

the rigorous and demanding requirements of 

the career, and (3) minorities do not see people 

that look like them in the industry. 

RESULTS 

Where These Barriers 
Stem From 

Obstacles to Overcome 

Reforming the industry on how they 
provide opportunities and accept peo-

ple from minorities (33%) 

Building good relationships, being a 

nice person (25%) 

Educating minorities about finance 

and the financial industry (25%) 

Changing the perspective of people 

on the industry (17%) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

 For financial professionals in this 

industry, the most important obstacles to 

overcome regarding diversity are: 

Photo from: https://www.fraserdove.com/challenges-of-diversity-in-the-workplace/ 

Insert video of current level of 

diversity here 
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 Majority of interviewees believed that 

systemic racism is the root cause of diversity 

barriers in the financial services industry.  

Full results on Appendix I-B. 

Full results on Appendix I-C. 

https://youtu.be/zSr-80Zdoak
https://youtu.be/zSr-80Zdoak
https://youtu.be/qqNgwT___X0
https://youtu.be/qqNgwT___X0
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Part 2: Prospect’s Perspective  
RESULTS 

Reasons for Lack of 
Interest in the Industry 

5 

Reasons for  
Underrepresentation  

 The respondents deemed the following 

as the top four reasons on why diversity is 

lacking in the financial planning industry: 

POC lack awareness of finance & fi-

nance industry (16.2%) 
Distrust/Discrimination towards minor-

ities (10.4%) 
POC feel underrepresented in the in-

dustry  (7.7%) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Not only does a diverse industry 

workforce better serve a diverse 

client base, it also helps firms re-

tain diverse employee pools and 

gives them access to a richer pipe-

line when recruiting new talent.  

- Black Male Respondent, between ages 18-24 

A lack of opportunities and 
lack of knowledge in our 
communities. Most people go 

to professionals who look like them 

initially, so having diverse professionals 

would go a long way in creating a 
pipeline to bring in more professionals 

of color over time.  

No answer (34.7%) 

245 respondents under the age of 34 answered the question: 

Would you say that minorities are 
equally represented in the financial 
planning industry? 

 Survey results show that in a scale of 

1 to 5 (1 as “Not very” and 5 as “Very 

much”), the majority of respondents in 

aggregate believe that minorities are not 

equally represented in the industry, with 

60.4% giving a response of 3 or lower.  

 Most of the respondents (57) said 

that they don’t have any reason to lack 

interest in the industry. 41 said that they 

have no interest in the industry or have other 

interests, while 31 said that lack of financial 

awareness is a reason for lack of interest. 

Full results on Appendix III 
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Cross-Referencing Responses from the Two Perspectives 

Looking Forward 
  
 It is crucial that the financial planning industry must start to implement ways on how to 

solve the problem at hand. According to current financial professionals, the following are some of 

the suggested solutions to help increase racial diversity in this industry: 

6 

Industry’s Perspective 
• There is a lack of financial awareness 

among people of color  

• The career is demanding and inaccessible 

for minorities  

• People of color do not see people that look 

like them and feel underrepresented 

Prospect’s Perspective 
• People of Color lack awareness of the 

financial industry 

• Distrust/Discrimination towards minorities in 

the indsutry 

• People of color feel that they’re 

underrepresented in the industry 

 By comparing the responses from the two perspectives, we can see that there are 

overlapping themes in response to the problem at hand. Both of these groups believe that lack 

of financial awareness is a reason for the lack of diversity. Moreover, these two perspectives also 

see that minorities do not see people that look like them in the financial services, which would 

cause feelings of underrepresentation in the financial planning industry. 

Building Connections: 

Suggested Solutions 
• Speaking more about the issue, taking 

initiative (58.3%) 

• Reach out to minority groups (50%) 

• Reform the industry to be more accepting 

(42%) 

• Educate minorities about financial plan-

ning (52%) 

• Build support systems in the industry 

(33%) 
Full results on Appendix I-F. 

https://youtu.be/aVZOch8UhrY
https://youtu.be/aVZOch8UhrY
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CONCLUSION 

          This research was primarily conducted 

to determine where the financial planning 

industry should start looking to prepare for 

the rapidly diversifying demographic of the 

United States. As determined, there is strong 

need for a diverse workplace in financial 

planning firms, however, the call for diversity 

in this profession has been around for a long 

time, yet little progress has been made. It is 

clear that all financial planning firms need to 

start looking for advisors of color to prepare 

for the growing demand for financial 

counseling from minorities. Numerous 

research has determined that improving 

diversity and inclusion in the workplace does 

not only benefit the minority group, but also 

the majority. 

 At Heritage Financial Partners, we 

know that the mission of diversity is a 

marathon and not a race. But we believe that 

the results and findings of this research will 

induce others to start engaging in the 

conversation. We invite all members of the 

financial services industry to join us as we 

gear up for 2045 America and build a diverse 

set of financial planners in our workplace. 

7 
Creator: SDI Productions | Credit: Getty Images/iStockphoto  

Photo from: https://dctalktherapy.com/group-therapy/ 
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Virginia  

First Genesis Of Virginia, LLC  

5121 East Virginia Boulevard Unit A-1  

Norfolk, Virginia 23502  

 

(757) 627-6603  

www.firstgenesisva.com  

New York  

Brackens Financial Solutions Network, LLC 

250 S Clinton Street, Suite 110  

Syracuse, NY 13202 

 

(315) 930-4499  

www.brackensfsn.com 

Contact Us 
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Racial Diversity In Financial Planning: Where We Are And Where We Must Go. Certified Financial Planner Board Of Standards, Inc., 2018, pp. 8-9, https://www.cfp.net/-/media/files/cfp-board/

knowledge/reports-and-research/racial-diversity-in-financial-planning/racial-diversity-in-financial-planning.pdf?la=en&hash=AF448519B74AFB8ED7C74FB4B511E36F. Accessed 21 July 2021.  

LURTZ, MEGHAAN. "Increasing Financial Planner Diversity Through Inclusion". Nerd's Eye View | Kitces.Com, 2021, https://www.kitces.com/blog/diversity-inclusion-women-minorities-lgbtq-

financal-planning-industry/.  

Does Diversity Pay? Race, Gender, and the Business Case for Diversity," retrieved at http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/ download?doi=10.1.1.933.6329&rep=rep1&type=pdf  

"Decoding Diversity: The Financial and Economic Returns to Diversity in Tech," retrieved at https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/ en/diversity/decoding-diversity-report.htm  

Working with a financial 

management team that 

honors your heritage, 

respects your culture, 

empowers you, your family, 

and your community to 

reach their financial 

potential. 

IMAGINE 
THIS... 

Photo from: https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/advise-vs-advice-usage 
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Appendices 
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I. Part 1 Interview Results 

A. Thoughts on Diversity in the Financial Planning Industry 

B. What they Believe to be the Existing Barriers to Diversity 
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C. Where these Barriers Might Be Stemming From 

D. Which Obstacle is the Most Important 
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E. Thoughts on the Industry in the Future 

F. Suggested Solutions for Increasing Diversity 
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II. Part 2 Survey 
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III. Part 2 Survey Results 

          The survey received a total of 404 responses starting from June 25th to July 30th. How-

ever, some of these responses had to be filtered out when discussing and analyzing the results 

of this research. It was observed that a fraction of the responses was determined to be au-

tomized by bots due to noticeable similar and/or unrelated responses to the prompt, and these 

responses were screened and removed at the researcher’s discretion. Out of 404 responses,  

245 were deemed to be legitimate and appropriate for the research, and the survey results are 

shown below: 
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Q5. How familiar are you with handling your personal 

finance (money management, investing, taxes, etc.) ?  

Q6. How familiar are you with the financial planning 

and the financial services industry?  

Q7. How interested would you be to become a finan-

cial planner?  

Q9. A job in financial planning would be an inter-

esting career for me.  
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Q10. I can succeed in life with a career in financial 

planning.  

Q11. There are many interesting jobs within the finan-

cial planning industry.  

Q12. I would highly recommend a career in financial 

planning to my family, friends, and peers.  

Q13. Would you say that minorities such as African 

Americans and Hispanic/Latinos are equally represent-

ed in the financial planning industry?  
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IV. Responses outside of Intended Age Range 

 The survey was primarily intended for incoming members of the labor force, and these 

were respondents aged 34 and below. However, the survey received 33 responses that were be-

yond the intended age range. These responses were filtered out during the discussion of the re-

search, but their answers can be found here: 
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Q5. How familiar are you with handling your personal 

finance (money management, investing, taxes, etc.) ?  

Q6. How familiar are you with the financial planning 

and the financial services industry?  

Q7. How interested would you be to become a finan-

cial planner?  

Q9. A job in financial planning would be an inter-

esting career for me.  

Q10. I can succeed in life with a career in financial 

planning.  

Q11. There are many interesting jobs within the finan-

cial planning industry.  
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Q12. I would highly recommend a career in financial 

planning to my family, friends, and peers.  

Q13. Would you say that minorities such as African 

Americans and Hispanic/Latinos are equally represent-

ed in the financial planning industry?  
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